
HOW TO WRITE A SCHEDULER PROGRAM IN JAVA

There are various ways to schedule in Java, and now, we know how to use So if the application is in Spring, the
TaskScheduler can be a better option to . Now , we will try writing a scheduler task where we want to execute.

Scheduled Spring provides an annotation-based scheduling with the help of Scheduled. So let's get started with
our first example. Based on the flag, job2 waits indefinitely until job1 is complete. In a real-world custom
thread implementation, stopping the thread should be supported, but in this case we can ignore the deprecation
and use the simple stop API on the Thread class itself. Any delay in a task can delay the other task in a
schedule. Now, we will try writing a scheduler task where we want to execute task1 and task2 asynchronously.
As a consequence, the container will continue to call doTimerWork every five seconds but the condition put at
the beginning of the method, busy. Cancel Timer and TimerTask An execution of a task can be canceled in a
few ways: 4. There are two types of timers: Programmatic timers: the timer service can be injected into any
bean except a stateful session bean and the business logic should be placed in a method annotated with
Timeout. Schedule Task with Initial Delay If your use case scenario requires the timer to start with a delay we
can do that too. Serializable info where initialDuration is the number of milliseconds that must elapse before
the first timer expiration notification and intervalDuration is the number of milliseconds that must elapse
between timer expiration notifications. Code samples can be found in the GitHub repository. Eugen 1. The
task always waits until the previous one is finished. Let's see how we can create a dependency between job1
and job2, yet run all jobs asynchronously at the scheduled time. Hence, if there are two jobs running at the
same time, one will wait for another to complete. Doing exactly same thing in Java EE is a little bit harder to
achieve because there is no similar built-in mechanism provided, nevertheless, a similar scenario can be
implemented with a bit of extra coding. Conclusion In this article we have looked at various ways to schedule
tasks in the Java EE environment using as a starting point a previous article where samples were done using
Spring. Schedule Task using Cron Expressions All the schedulers that we have seen, both programmatic and
automatic, allow the use of cron expressions. Schedule Task at a Fixed Rate One way of doing this is to use
the timer service which is injected by using Resource and configured in the method annotated PostConstruct.
But, job2 should not start unless job1 is complete. Generic bottom I just announced the new Learn Spring
course, focused on the fundamentals of Spring 5 and Spring Boot  Conclusion This tutorial illustrated the
many ways you can make use of the simple yet flexible Timer and TimerTask infrastructure built into Java, for
quickly scheduling tasks.


